ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL GWALIOR
Dear Parents,
At the outset, we convey our sincere thanks to you for making online classes and assessment successful.
The academic staff have so far planned their pedagogy meticulously to ensure that e-classes could satisfy the
queries of each student and also yield needful results. We have also tried to integrate both synchronous and
asynchronous learning through teaching, activities and other kind of discussions online for the holistic growth
of students. Now, there emanates a need to call the students for offline interactions at school along with online
classes as final exams may be organized offline in all its possibilities in the current circumstances.
The school is in the process to start these offline classes for secondary and senior secondary students in a
phased manner, while ensuring all safety measures related to Covid-19 pandemic within the guidelines issued
by AWES/CBSE/State Government.
The month of November is the month of celebration and we wish and request that while the festivity would
reverberate into each household, you would keep tabs on the academic progress of your ward.
Further, it is assured that the school will take all measures for the quality education of your ward in coming
days so that they are prepared well for the annual assessments.
Happy Celebrations!
With kind regards,
Class Teachers
(Mrs Nisha Gautam ,Ms Sangeeta Sikarwar, Ms Shikha Sharma, Mrs Anita Sharma, Mrs Renu Singh,
Mrs Gargi Shukla,Ms Anjana Parihar)
Status Report: The syllabus as proposed for the month of October has been completed.
Class –VI

Academic Plan

November 2020

( Sections: Ashoka, Sycamore, Bamboo, Teak, Eucalyptus, Sallow, Milkwort)

ENGLISH- ReaderSupplementary ReaderGrammar Composition -

Ch- 8
Ch- 8
Ch- 12 to 15(Contd.), Ch-16
Notice Writing

HINDI-

11,12
21, 22, 23, 24
7, 8

SANSKRIT-

Vasant pathVayakaran pathRamayan path

Ruchira - Ch.11, 12
Grammar- Ch.10, 11, 12

MATHS.

Chapter-9 & 10

SCIENCE-

Ch.-10 and Ch. -11

SOCIAL SCIENCE –

History- Ch -8 and 9
Civics- Ch-5 and 6
Geography- Ch-7

COMPUTER-

Chapter- 7

ART EDUCATION-

Cartoon drawing, coffee painting, my school

WORK EXPERIENCE-

Paper bag

YOGA-

Pranayama –Nadi shudhi, bhramri & practice of Asanas

MARTIAL ARTS-

Tap gyakutsukie on middle part in pair and counter attack on any kick.

DANCE-

Guru Vandana

PHYSICAL EDUCATION-

Types of formation (line, file, circle and triangle)

THEME: Human Relationship
DEED: Imbibing Core Value of Endurance and Tolerance

